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above at higher temperatures, level for level, than that of the neighboring ice caps. Hence a practically continuous overflow of air from the one place, with compensating drainage and inflow from the other, is enforced by the existing and perpetually maintained distribution of unequal surface temperatures. These temperature • contrasts are most pronounced, and the resulting Icelandic "low" most intense, during winter; but it prevails through summer also, for the simple reason that the necessary temperature gradients, though weakened during this season, are not obliterated, the water remaining always warm in comparison with the ice-caps of both Greenland and Iceland, which persist from season to season and from year to year.
The Aleutian "low," on the other hand, is merely seasonal: it prevails only while the adjacent Alaskan and Siberian regions are snow covered and relatively cold. When this snow is gone the temperature gradients are even reversed, and the off-shore drainage of winter is replaced by the on-shore winds of summer. Similar considerations and explanations obviously apply to all the other regions frequented by semipermanent cyclones.
Of Foehn Origin.—It has long been recognized that a secondary cyclone sometimes originates on the north side of the Alps whon tho foehn, or warm mountain wind, is strong. And, if hero, tho same presumably is true also of many other places. Indeed, cyclones appear occasionally to start at the times of well-defined foehn (Chinook) winds along the eastern slopes of the Rocky Mountains, both in tho United States and in Canada, and perhaps even in Alaska. In those cases the crossing winds may cool slowly, owing to the liberated heat of condensation, on the west side of the range, and then rapidly warm, being dry, with descent on the eastern side, thereby establishing a steep temperature gradient between the locus of descent and much, at least, of the surrounding region. Hence, with the cessation of the flow of the foehn, eonvootion over the heated area may become pronounced, arid occasionally a secondary cyclone begun.
Insolational. Of Land Origin,.—Since gulfs and sens flanked by relatively cold land areas induce, as explained, more or loss permanent cyclones, it follows that peninsulas flanked by relatively cold water should also be generators of cyclonic wind systems. Similarly, any area of sufficient size that becomes heated, through insolation, to temperatures above those of the adjacent regions, should likewise induce, or tend, to induce a circulation of tho cyclonic type. The Spanish Peninsula shows, during summer, the phenomenon in question. It also occurs over the Alaskan peninsula, onto which summer winds blow from tho Gulf of Alaska, from Boring Sea and from tho Arctic ()oonn, obviously producing, through rotational deflection, a distinct cyclonic oiroulation. Similarly, the Great Plains often show davlicht, or insoIalionMl lows, from whin.li

